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ABSTRACT

Ad ho

This paper des ribes two te hniques that improve through-

networks have a wide array of military and

ial appli ations.

Ad ho

ommer-

networks are ideal in situations

network in the presen e of nodes that agree

where installing an infrastru ture is not possible be ause the

to forward pa kets but fail to do so. To mitigate this prob-

infrastru ture is too expensive or too vulnerable, the network

lem, we propose

is too transient, or the infrastru ture was destroyed. For ex-

put in an ad ho

ategorizing nodes based upon their dynam-

i ally measured behavior. We use a wat hdog that identies

ample, nodes may be spread over too large an area for one

misbehaving nodes and a pathrater that helps routing pro-

base station and a se ond base station may be too expensive.

to ols avoid these nodes.

An example of a vulnerable infrastru ture is a military base

Through simulation we evaluate

wat hdog and pathrater using pa ket throughput, per ent-

station on a battleeld. Networks for wilderness expeditions

age of overhead (routing) transmissions, and the a

and

ura y of

onferen es may be transient if they exist for only a

misbehaving node dete tion. When used together in a net-

short period of time before dispersing or moving. Finally, if

work with moderate mobility, the two te hniques in rease

network infrastru ture has been destroyed due to a disaster,

throughput by 17% in the presen e of 40% misbehaving

an ad ho

nodes, while in reasing the per entage of overhead transmis-

eorts. Sin e DARPA's PRNET [13℄, the area of routing in

sions from the standard routing proto ol's 9% to 17%. Dur-

ad ho

networks has been an open resear h topi .

network throughput by 27%, while in reasing the overhead

Ad ho

networks maximize total network throughput by us-

transmissions from the standard routing proto ol's 12% to

ing all available nodes for routing and forwarding.

24%.

fore, the more nodes that parti ipate in pa ket routing, the

ing extreme mobility, wat hdog and pathrater

wireless network

ould be used to

oordinate relief

an in rease
There-

greater the aggregate bandwidth, the shorter the possible
routing paths, and the smaller the possibility of a network

1. INTRODUCTION

partition. However, a node may misbehave by agreeing to

There will be tremendous growth over the next de ade in the

forward pa kets and then failing to do so, be ause it is over-

use of wireless

loaded, selsh, mali ious, or broken.

ommuni ation, from satellite transmission

into many homes to wireless personal area networks. As the
ost of wireless a

ess drops, wireless

ommuni ations

ould

An overloaded node

la ks the CPU y les, buer spa e or available network bandwidth to forward pa kets.

A selsh node is unwilling to

repla e wired in many settings. One advantage of wireless

spend battery life, CPU

is the ability to transmit data among users in a

ommon

width to forward pa kets not of dire t interest to it, even

area while remaining mobile. However, the distan e between

though it expe ts others to forward pa kets on its behalf. A

y les, or available network band-

parti ipants is limited by the range of transmitters or their

mali ious node laun hes a denial of servi e atta k by drop-

proximity to wireless a

ping pa kets.

ess points. Ad ho

wireless networks

mitigate this problem by allowing out of range nodes to route

A broken node might have a software fault

that prevents it from forwarding pa kets.

data through intermediate nodes.
Misbehaving nodes

an be a signi ant problem. Our sim-

ulations show that if 10%-40% of the nodes in the network
misbehave, then the average throughput degrades by 16%32%.

However, the worst

ase throughput experien ed by

any one node may be worse than the average, be ause nodes
that try to route through a misbehaving node experien e
high loss while other nodes experien e no loss. Thus, even a
few misbehaving nodes

an have a severe impa t.

One solution to misbehaving nodes is to forward pa kets only

17%. During extreme mobility, wat hdog and pathrater

through nodes that share an a priori trust relationship. A

in rease network throughput by 27%, while in reasing the

an

priori trust relationships are based on pre-existing relation-

per entage of overhead transmissions from 12% to 24%. We

ships built outside of the

des ribe me hanisms to redu e this overhead in Se tion 6.

ships,

ontext of the network (e.g. friend-

ompanies, and armies). The problems with relying

on a priori trust-based forwarding are that 1) it requires

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2

key distribution, 2) trusted nodes may still be overloaded,

spe ies our assumptions about ad ho

3) trusted nodes may still be broken, 4) trusted nodes may be

ba kground information about DSR. Se tion 3 des ribes the

networks and gives

ompromised, and 5) untrusted nodes may be well behaved.

wat hdog and pathrater extensions. Se tion 4 des ribes the

It may not be possible to ex hange keys used to authen-

methodology we use in our simulations and the metri s we

ti ate trusted nodes outside of the ad ho

use to evaluate the results. We present these results in Se -

the

network before

onferen e or disaster that requires an ad ho

network.

If keys are not distributed ahead of time, then enfor ing a
priori trust-based forwarding requires a se ure

key ex hanges within the ad ho
Even if keys
may be

network for authenti ation.

ompromised, or a trusted node may be overloaded

or broken as mentioned above. Finally, although relying on a
priori trust-based forwarding redu es the number of misbe-

having nodes, it also ex ludes untrusted well behaved nodes
ould improve ad ho

network performan e.

Another solution to misbehaving nodes is to attempt to
forstall or isolate these nodes from within the a tual routing
proto ol for the network. However, this would add signiant

omplexity to proto ols whose behavior must be very

well dened. In fa t,

Se tions 6 and 7 present related work and future

work, respe tively. Finally, Se tion 8

on ludes the paper.

hannel for

an be ex hanged, a trusted node's se urity

whose presen e

tion 5.

urrent versions of mature ad ho

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND BACKGROUND
This se tion outlines the assumptions we make regarding
the properties of the physi al and network layers of ad ho
networks and in ludes a brief des ription of DSR, the routing
proto ol we use.

2.1 Definitions
We use the term neighbor to refer to a node that is within
wireless transmission range of another node. Likewise, neighborhood refers to all the nodes that are within wireless trans-

mission range of a node.

rout-

ing algorithms, in luding DSR [12℄, AODV [7℄, TORA [5℄,

2.2 Physical Layer Characteristics

DSDV [19℄, STAR [9℄, and others [16℄ only dete t if the

Throughout this paper we assume bidire tional

re eiver's network interfa e is a

epting pa kets, but they

ommuni-

ation symmetry on every link between nodes. This means

otherwise assume that routing nodes do not misbehave. Al-

that if a node B is

though trusting all nodes to be well behaved in reases the

node A at time t, then node A

number of nodes available for routing, it also admits misbe-

a message from node B at time t. This assumption is often

having nodes to the network.

valid, sin e many wireless MAC layer proto ols, in luding

apable of re eiving a message from a
ould instead have re eived

IEEE 802.11 and MACAW [2℄, require bidire tional

ommu-

In this paper we explore a dierent approa h, and install ex-

ni ation for reliable transmission. The wat hdog me hanism

tra fa ilities in the network to to dete t and mitigate rout-

relies on bidire tional links.

ing misbehavior.

In this way, we

an make only minimal

hanges to the underlying routing algorithm. We introdu e
two extensions to the Dynami

Sour e Routing algorithm

In addition, we assume wireless interfa es that support promisuous mode operation. Promis uous mode means that if a

(DSR) [12℄ to mitigate the ee ts of routing misbehavior:

node A is within range of a node B, it

the wat hdog and the pathrater. The wat hdog identies mis-

muni ations to and from B even if those

an overhear

om-

ommuni ations

behaving nodes, while the pathrater avoids routing pa kets

do not dire tly involve A. Lu ent Te hnologies' WaveLAN

through these nodes. When a node forwards a pa ket, the

interfa es have this

node's wat hdog veries that the next node in the path also

not appropriate for all ad ho

forwards the pa ket.

larly some military s enarios) it is useful in other s enarios

The wat hdog does this by listening

promis uously to the next node's transmissions. If the next

apability. While promis uous mode is
network s enarios (parti u-

for improving routing proto ol performan e [12℄.

node does not forward the pa ket, then it is misbehaving.
The pathrater uses this knowledge of misbehaving nodes to
hoose the network path that is most likely to deliver pa kets.
Using the ns network simulator [8℄, we show that the two
te hniques in rease throughput by 17% in the presen e of
up to 40% misbehaving nodes during moderate mobility,
while in reasing the ratio of overhead transmissions to data
transmissions from the standard routing proto ol's 9% to

2.3 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
DSR is an on-demand, sour e routing proto ol. Every pa ket
has a route path

onsisting of the addresses of nodes that

have agreed to parti ipate in routing the pa ket. The proto ol is referred to as on-demand be ause route paths are
dis overed at the time a sour e sends a pa ket to a destination for whi h the sour e has no path.
We divide DSR into two main fun tions:

route dis overy

A

S

D

S

B

D

C

Figure 2: When B forwards a pa ket from S toward
D through C, A an overhear B's transmission and
an verify that B has attempted to pass the pa ket
to C. The solid line represents the intended dire tion
of the pa ket sent by B to C, while the dashed line
indi ates that A is within transmission range of B
and an overhear the pa ket transfer.
and route maintenan e. Figure 1 illustrates route dis overy.
Node S (the sour e) wishes to ommuni ate with node D (the
destination) but does not know any paths to D. S initiates a
route dis overy by broad asting a

(a)

its neighbors that

route request pa

ket to

ontains the destination address D. The

neighbors in turn append their own addresses to the

request pa ket and rebroad ast it. This pro ess
until a route request pa ket rea hes D. D must

route

ontinues
now send

ba k a route reply pa ket to inform S of the dis overed route.
Sin e the

D

S

route request

path from S to D, D may

pa ket that rea hes D

ontains a

hoose to use the reverse path to

send ba k the reply (bidire tional links are required here)
or to initiate a new route dis overy ba k to S. Sin e there
an be many routes from a sour e to a destination, a sour e
may re eive multiple route replies from a destination. DSR
a hes these routes in a route

(b)

a he for future use.

The se ond main fun tion in DSR is route maintenan e,
whi h handles link breaks.

A link break o

urs when two

nodes on a path are no longer in transmission range. If an
intermediate node dete ts a link break when forwarding a
pa ket to the next node in the route path, it sends ba k a
message to the sour e notifying it of that link break. The
sour e must try another path or do a route dis overy if it

D

S

does not have another path.

3. WATCHDOG AND PATHRATER
In this se tion we present the wat hdog and the pathrater
 tools for dete ting and mitigating routing misbehavior.
( )

We also des ribe the limitations of these methods. Though
we implement these tools on top of DSR, some of our
epts

Figure 1: Example of a route request. (a) Node
S sends out a route request pa ket to nd a path
to node D. (b) The route request is forwarded
throughout the network, ea h node adding its address to the pa ket. ( ) D then sends ba k a route
reply to S using the path ontained in one of the
route request pa ket that rea hed it. The thi k
lines represent the path the route reply takes ba k
to the sender.

on-

an be generalized to other sour e routing proto ols.

We note those

on epts that

an be generalized during our

des riptions of the te hniques.

3.1 Watchdog
The wat hdog method dete ts misbehaving nodes. Figure 2
illustrates how the wat hdog works.

Suppose there exists

a path from node S to D through intermediate nodes A, B,
and C. Node A

annot transmit all the way to node C, but it

an listen in on node B's tra . Thus, when A transmits a
pa ket for B to forward to C, A
the pa ket.

an often tell if B transmits

If en ryption is not performed separately for

ea h link, whi h

an be expensive, then A

an also tell if B

has tampered with the payload or the header.

S

2

1

A

1

B

D

C

Figure 3: Node A does not hear B forward pa ket
1 to C, be ause B's transmission ollides at A with
pa ket 2 from the sour e S.
1

A

S

1

B

CPU time, so it is not selsh. An overloaded node would not
engage in this behavior either, sin e it wastes badly needed
CPU time and bandwidth. Thus, this se ond
a rare o

D

an o

ur when nodes falsely report other

nodes as misbehaving. A mali ious node
partition the network by

Figure 4: Node A believes that B has forwarded
pa ket 1 on to C, though C never re eived the pa ket
due to a ollision with pa ket 2.

ase should be

urren e.

Another problem

2

C

the only reason B would have for taking the a tions that it
does is be ause it is mali ious. B wastes battery power and

ould attempt to

laiming that some nodes following

it in the path are misbehaving. For instan e, node A

ould

report that node B is not forwarding pa kets when in fa t it
is. This will
the

ause S to mark B as misbehaving when A is

ulprit. This behavior, however, will be dete ted. Sin e

A is passing messages on to B (as veried by S), then any
We implement the wat hdog by maintaining a buer of reently sent pa kets and

omparing ea h overheard pa ket

with the pa ket in the buer to see if there is a mat h. If
so, the pa ket in the buer is removed and forgotten by the
wat hdog, sin e it has been forwarded on. If a pa ket has
remained in the buer for longer than a

ertain timeout, the

wat hdog in rements a failure tally for the node responsible
for forwarding on the pa ket. If the tally ex eeds a

ertain

threshold bandwidth, it determines that the node is misbehaving and sends a message to the sour e notifying it of the
misbehaving node.

DSR with the wat hdog has the advantage that it

an de-

te t misbehavior at the forwarding level and not just the link
level. Wat hdog's weaknesses are that it might not dete t a
misbehaving node in the presen e of 1) ambiguous

ollisions,

ollisions, 3) limited transmission power, 4) false

misbehavior, 5)

ollusion, and 6) partial dropping.

The ambiguous
ollision

an o

ollision problem prevents A from overhearur at A while it is listening for B to forward

A does not know if the

ollision was

aused

by B forwarding on a pa ket as it should or if B never forwarded the pa ket and the

ollision was

aused by other

nodes in A's neighborhood. Be ause of this un ertainty, A
should not immediately a
instead

use B of misbehaving, but should

ontinue to wat h B over a period of time. If A re-

peatedly fails to dete t B forwarding on pa kets, then A

an

assume that B is misbehaving.

B sends the pa ket to C, but it
ollision o

annot tell if C re eives it

urs at C when B rst forwards

the pa ket, A only sees B forwarding the pa ket and assumes that C su

essfully re eives it. Thus, B

ould skip re-

transmitting the pa ket and leave A none the wiser. B
also purposefully

A drops a knowledgements to hide them from S, then node
B will dete t this misbehavior and will report it to D.
Another problem is that a misbehaving node that
trol its transmission power
node

an

an

on-

ir umvent the wat hdog. A

ould limit its transmission power su h that the signal

is strong enough to be overheard by the previous node but
too weak to be re eived by the true re ipient. This would

ause the transmitted pa ket to

ould

ollide at

C by waiting until C is transmitting and then forwarding on
the pa ket. In the rst

power required to rea h ea h of its neighboring nodes. Only
a node with mali ious intent would behave in this manner
 selsh nodes have nothing to gain sin e battery power is
wasted and overloaded nodes would not relieve any

onges-

tion by doing this.
Multiple nodes in

ollusion

an mount a more sophisti ated

to

ause mis hief.

In this

ould

ollude

ase, B forwards a pa ket to C

but does not report to A when C drops the pa ket.

Be-

ause of this limitation, it may be ne essary to disallow two
onse utive untrusted nodes in a routing path. In this paper, we only deal with the possibility of nodes a ting alone.
The harder problem of

olluding nodes is being studied by

Johnson at CMU [13℄.
Finally, a node

an

ir umvent the wat hdog by dropping

pa kets at a lower rate than the wat hdog's
imum misbehavior threshold.

ongured min-

Although the wat hdog will

not dete t this node as misbehaving, this node is for ed to

In the re eiver ollision problem, node A an only tell whether
(Figure 4). If a

B dropped pa kets in the forward dire tion. In addition, if

atta k. For example, B and C from Figure 2

ing transmissions from B. As Figure 3 illustrates, a pa ket
on a pa ket.

will wonder why it re eives replies from D when supposedly

require that the misbehaving node know the transmission

The wat hdog te hnique has advantages and weaknesses.

2) re eiver

a knowledgements from D to S will go through A to S, and S

ase, a node

ould be selsh and not

want to waste power with retransmissions. In the latter

ase,

forward at the threshold bandwidth. In this way the wat hdog serves to enfor e this minimum bandwidth.
The wat hdog me hanism

ould be used to some degree to

dete t replay atta ks but would require maintaining a great
deal of state information at ea h node as it monitors its
neighbors to ensure that they do not retransmit a pa ket that
they have already forwarded. Also, if a

ollision has taken

pla e at the re eiving node, it would be ne

esary and orre t

for a node to retransmit a pa ket, whi h may appear as a

replay atta k to the node a ting as its wat hdog. Therefore,

in orre t a

dete ting replay atta ks would neither be an e ient nor an

manently ex luded from routing. Therefore nodes that have

usation it would be preferrable if it were not per-

ee tive use of the wat hdog me hanism.

negative ratings should have their ratings slowly in reased
or set ba k to a non-negative value after a long timeout.

For the wat hdog to work properly, it must know where a

This is not implemented in our simulations sin e the

pa ket should be in two hops. In our implementation, the

rent simulation period is too short to reset a misbehaving

ur-

wat hdog has this information be ause DSR is a sour e rout-

node's rating. Se tion 5.3 dis usses the ee t on throughput

ing proto ol. If the wat hdog does not have this information

of a

using well-behaving nodes.

(for instan e if it were implemented on top of a hop-by-hop
routing proto ol), then a mali ious or broken node

ould

When the pathrater learns that a node on a path that is in

broad ast the pa ket to a non-existant node and the wat h-

use misbehaves, and it annot nd a path free of misbehaving

dog would have no way of knowing.

nodes, it sends out a

Be ause of this limi-

tation, the wat hdog works best on top of a sour e routing

extension we

route request

if we have enabled an

all Send Route Request (SRR).

proto ol.

4. METHODOLOGY
In this se tion we des ribe our simulator, simulation param-

3.2 Pathrater
The pathrater, run by ea h node in the network,

ombines

knowledge of misbehaving nodes with link reliability data to
pi k the route most likely to be reliable. Ea h node maintains a rating for every other node it knows about in the
network. It

al ulates a path metri

ratings in the path. We
a

by averaging the node

hoose this metri

be ause it gives

omparison of the overall reliability of dierent paths and

allows pathrater to emulate the shortest length path algorithm when no reliability information has been
explained below.
destination, we

olle ted, as

If there are multiple paths to the same
hoose the path with the highest metri .

Note that this diers from standard DSR, whi h
the shortest path in the route

hooses

a he. Further note that sin e

the pathrater depends on knowing the exa t path a pa ket
has traversed, it must be implemented on top of a sour e
routing proto ol.

eters, and measured metri s.
We use a version of Berkeley's Network Simulator (ns) [8℄
that in ludes wireless extensions made by the CMU Monar h
proje t. We also use a visualization tool from CMU

dete t overall trends in the network. To exe ute the simulations, we use PCs (450 or 500 MHz Pentium IIIs with at
least 128 MB of RAM) running Red Hat Linux 6.1.
Our simulations take pla e in a 670 by 670 meter at spa e
lled with a s attering of 50 wireless nodes.

lowing algorithm.

ording to the fol-

When a node in the network be omes

known to the pathrater (through route dis overy), the path-

The physi al

layer and the 802.11 MAC layer we use are in luded in the
CMU wireless extensions to ns[3℄.

4.1 Movement and Communication Patterns
The nodes

The pathrater assigns ratings to nodes a

alled

ad-ho key [25℄ to view the results of our simulations and

ommuni ate using 10

node-to-node

onne tions.

onstant bit rate (CBR)

Four nodes are sour es for two

onne tions ea h, and two nodes are sour es for one
tion ea h.

onne -

Eight of the ow destinations re eive only one

rater assigns it a neutral rating of 0.5. A node always rates

ow and the ninth destination re eives two ows. The

itself with a 1.0.

muni ation pattern we use was developed by CMU [3℄.

This ensures that when

al ulating path

om-

rates, if all other nodes are neutral nodes (rather than suspe ted misbehaving nodes), the pathrater pi ks the shortest

In all of our node movement s enarios, the nodes

length path. The pathrater in rements the ratings of nodes

a destination and move in a straight line towards the des-

on all a tively used paths by 0.01 at periodi

tination at a speed uniformly distributed between 0 me-

200 ms.

intervals of

An a tively used path is one on whi h the node

has sent a pa ket within the previous rate in rement interval. The maximum value a neutral node

an attain is 0.8.

ters/se ond (m/s) and some maximum speed. This is
the random waypoint model [3℄.

hoose

alled

We limit the maximum

speed of a node to 20 m/s (10 m/s on average) and we set

We de rement a node's rating by 0.05 when we dete t a link

the run-time of the simulations to 200 se onds.

break during pa ket forwarding and the node be omes un-

node rea hes its destination, it waits for the pause time be-

rea hable. The lower bound rating of a neutral node is 0.0.

fore

The pathrater does not modify the ratings of nodes that are
not

hoosing a random destination and repeating the pro-

ess. We use pause times of 0 and 60 se onds. In addition
we use two dierent variations of the initial node pla ement

urrently in a tive use.

and movement patterns. By
We assign a spe ial highly negative value,

100 in the simu-

lations, to nodes suspe ted of misbehaving by the wat hdog
me hanism.

When the pathrater

On e the

al ulates the path met-

ombining the two pause times

with two movement patterns, we obtain four dierent mobility s enarios.

ri , negative path values indi ate the existen e of one or

4.2 Misbehaving Nodes

more suspe ted misbehaving nodes in the path. If a node is

Of the 50 nodes in the simulated network, some variable per-

marked as misbehaving due to a temporary malfun tion or

entage of the nodes misbehave. In our simulations, a mis-

Maximum

Minimum

0 se ond pause time

88.6%

75.2%

60 se ond pause time

95.0%

73.9%

behaving node is one that agrees to parti ipate in forwarding
pa kets (it appends its address into

route request

pa k-

ets) but then indis riminately drops all data pa kets that
are routed through it.
We vary the per entage of the network

omprised of misbe-

having nodes from 0% to 40% in 5% in rements. While a
network with 40% misbehaving nodes may seem unrealisti ,

Table 1: Maximum and minimum network throughput obtained by any simulation at 40% misbehaving
nodes with all features enabled.

it is interesting to study the behavior of the algorithms in a
more hostile environment than we hope to en ounter in real

paths when all known paths in lude a suspe ted misbehav-

life. We use T l's [17℄ built-in pseudo-random number gen-

ing node. Ea h of the following se tions in ludes two graphs

erator to designate misbehaving nodes randomly.

We use

of simulation results for two separate pause times. The rst

the same seed a ross the 0% to 40% variation of the mis-

graph is for a pause time of 0 (the nodes are in

behaving nodes parameter, whi h means that the group of

tion) and the se ond is for a pause time of 60 se onds before

misbehaving nodes in the 10%

ase is a superset of the group

of misbehaving nodes in the 5%

onstant mo-

and in between node movement. We simulate two dierent

ase. This ensures that the

node mobility patterns using four dierent pseudo-random

obsta les present in lower per entage misbehaving node runs

number generator seeds. The seeds determine whi h nodes

are also present in higher per entage misbehaving node runs.

misbehave. We plot the average of the eight simulations.

4.3 Metrics

5.1 Network Throughput

We evaluate our extensions using the following three metri s:

We graph four

urves for network throughput: everything

enabled, wat hdog and pathrater enabled, only pathrater
enabled, and everything disabled. We



Throughput: This is the per entage of sent data pa k-



Overhead: This is the ratio of routing-related trans-

ets a tually re eived by the intended destinations.

missions

ror,

(route request, route reply, route er-

and wat hdog) to data transmissions in a simu-

lation.

A transmission is one node either sending or

forwarding a pa ket.

For example, one pa ket being

forwarded a ross 10 nodes would
missions.

We

ount as 10 trans-

ount transmissions instead of pa kets

be ause we want to

ompare routing-related transmis-

sions to data transmissions, but some routing pa kets
are more expensive to the network than other pa kets:

route request pa

kets are broad ast to all neighbors

whi h in turn broad ast to all of their neighbors,
ing a tree of pa ket transmissions. Uni ast

ply, route error,

aus-

route re-

wat hdog, and data pa kets only

travel along a single path.



ause we want to isolate performan e gains or problems
aused by extra route requests. Sin e the pathrater is not
stri tly a tool to be used for
nodes, we

ir umventing misbehaving

hoose to in lude the graph where only pathrater

is enabled to determine if it in reases network throughput
without any knowledge of suspe ted misbehaving nodes. We
do not graph wat hdog and SRR a tivated without pathrater,
sin e without pathrater the information about misbehaving
nodes would not be used for routing de isions.
Figure 5 shows the total network throughput,

al ulated as

the fra tion of data pa kets generated that are re eived, versus the fra tion of misbehaving nodes in the network for
the
work

ombinations of extensions. In the

ase where the net-

ontains no misbehaving nodes, all four

around 95% throughput.

urves a hieve

After the 0% misbehaving node

ase, the graphs diverge.

Ee ts of wat hdog false positives on network throughput. False positives o

hoose to graph both

everything enabled and everything enabled ex ept SRR, be-

ur when the wat hdog me ha-

nism reports that a node is misbehaving when in fa t
it is not, for reasons dis ussed in Se tion 3. We study
the impa t of this on throughput.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

As expe ted, the simulations with all three extensions a tive
perform the best by a

onsiderable margin as misbehaving

nodes are added to the network. The me hanisms in rease
the throughput by up to 27%

ompared to the basi

pro-

to ol, maintaining a throughput greater than 80% for both
pause times, even with 40% misbehaving nodes.

Table 1

lists the maximum and minumum throuput a hieved in any

In this se tion we present the results of our simulations.

simulation run at 40% misbehaving nodes with all options

We fo us on three metri s of evaluation: network through-

enabled.

put, routing overhead, and the ee ts of false positives on
When a subset of the extensions is a tive, performan e does

throughput.

not in rease as mu h over the simulations with no extensions.
We test the utility of various
sions:

ombinations of our exten-

wat hdog (WD), pathrater (PR), and send (extra)

route request (SRR). We use the SRR extension to nd new

Wat hdog alone does not ae t routing de isions, but it supplies pathrater with extra information to

ombat misbehav-

ing nodes more ee tively. When wat hdog is dea tivated,

Maximum

Minimum

0 se ond pause time

31.3%

18.9%

60 se ond pause time

23.5%

11.0%

Table 2: Maximum and minimum overhead obtained
by any simulation at 40% misbehaving nodes with all
features enabled.
the sour e node has no way of dete ting the misbehaving

1

node in its path to the destination, and so its transmission

Throughput (percent of packets received)

ow suers total pa ket loss. Pathrater alone
0.8

annot dete t

a path with misbehaving nodes to de rement its rate (see
Se tion 7).

0.6

One ee t of the randomness of ns is that nodes may re eive
route replies to their route requests in a dierent order in one
simulation than in another simulation with slightly varied

0.4

parameters.

This

hange

an result in a node

hoosing a

path with a misbehaving node in one run, but not

hoosing

that path in a simulation with more misbehaving nodes in

0.2

the network. This may a tually result in slight in reases in

WD=ON ,PR=ON ,SRR=ON
WD=ON ,PR=ON ,SRR=OFF
WD=OFF,PR=ON ,SRR=OFF
WD=OFF,PR=OFF,SRR=OFF

network throughput when the number of misbehaving nodes

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Fraction of misbehaving nodes

in reases. For instan e, this is noti eable in the pathrateronly

urve of Figure 5 (b) where the throughput raises from

82% to 84% between 20% and 25% misbehaving nodes.

(a) 0 se ond pause time

In both throughput graphs, the everything disabled

urve

and the pathrater only urves losely follow ea h other. From

1

the graphs we

on lude that the pathrater alone does not sig-

Throughput (percent of packets received)

ni antly ae t performan e. In Se tion 7 we suggest some
improvements to the pathrater that may in rease its utility

0.8

in the absen e of the other extensions.
0.6

5.2 Routing Overhead
For routing overhead, we graph four
0.4

urves: everything on,

pathrater and wat hdog on, only wat hdog on (wat hdogonly), and everything o. Using the everything o graph as
our basis for

0.2

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

urve

sends noti ations to senders. The wat hdog and pathrater

0
0

omparison, we graph the wat hdog-only

to nd the overhead generated just by the wat hdog when it

WD=ON ,PR=ON ,SRR=ON
WD=ON ,PR=ON ,SRR=OFF
WD=OFF,PR=ON ,SRR=OFF
WD=OFF,PR=OFF,SRR=OFF
0.5

Fraction of misbehaving nodes

(b) 60 se ond pause time

Figure 5: Overall network throughput as a fun tion
of the fra tion of misbehaving nodes in the network.

urve shows the overhead added by wat hdog and pathrater
but with pathrater's ability to send out extra route requests
disabled.

The everything on

urve in ludes the overhead

reated by pathrater when sending out extra route requests.
Figure 6 shows the amount of overhead in urred by a tivating the dierent routing extensions. The greatest ee t on
routing overhead results from using the SRR feature, whi h
sends out route requests for a destination to whi h the only
known routes in lude suspe ted misbehaving nodes. For 40%
misbehaving nodes in the high mobility s enario, the overhead rises from 12% to 24% when SRR is a tivated in the
pathrater. Any route requests generated by SRR will ood
the network with

route request

and

route reply

pa k-

ets, whi h greatly in rease the overhead. Table 2 lists the
maximum and minimum overhead for any of the simulations

with all options enabled at 40% misbehaving nodes.
The wat hdog me hanism itself only adds a very small amount
of extra overhead as seen by

omparing the wat hdog-only

graph with the all-disabled graph. Also, the added overhead
is not ae ted by the in rease in misbehaving nodes in the
network.

Using both the wat hdog and pathrater me ha-

nisms in reases the throughput of the network by 16% at
40% misbehaving nodes with only 6% additional network

1
WD=ON ,PR=ON ,SRR=ON
WD=ON ,PR=ON ,SRR=OFF
WD=ON ,PR=OFF,SRR=OFF
WD=OFF,PR=OFF,SRR=OFF

overhead (see Figure 6 (a)).

0.8

Though the overhead added by these extensions is signif-

Overhead ration

i ant, espe ially when pathrater sends out route requests
to avoid misbehaving nodes, these extensions still improve

0.6

net throughput.

Therefore, the main

on erns with high

overhead involve issues su h as in reased battery usage on
portables and PDAs. Sin e the largest fa tor a

0.4

the overhead is route requests, the overhead

ounting for
an be signif-

i antly redu ed by optimizing the delay between pathrater
0.2

sending out route requests and in orporating some of the approa hes developed for mitigating route requests and broadast storms in general [1, 4, 14℄.

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Fraction of misbehaving nodes

(a) 0 se ond pause time

5.3 Effects of False Detection
We

ompare simulations of the regular wat hdog with a

wat hdog that does not report false positives.
1

Figure 7

shows the network throughput lost by the wat hdog in or-

WD=ON ,PR=ON ,SRR=ON
WD=ON ,PR=ON ,SRR=OFF
WD=ON ,PR=OFF,SRR=OFF
WD=OFF,PR=OFF,SRR=OFF

re tly reporting well-behaved nodes. These results show that
throughput is not appre iably ae ted by false positives and

0.8

that they may even have bene ial side ee ts, as des ribed
Overhead ration

below.
0.6

The similarity in throughput
tors.
0.4

an be attributed to a few fa -

First, the nodes in orre tly reported as misbehaving

ould have moved out of the previous node's listening range
before forwarding on a pa ket. If these nodes move out of
range frequently enough to warrant an a

0.2

usation of misbe-

havior they may be unreliable due to their lo ation, and the
sour e would be better o routing around them. The fa t
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Fraction of misbehaving nodes

(b) 60 se ond pause time

that more false positives are reported in the 0 se ond pause
time simulations as

ompared to the 60 se ond pause time

simulations, as shown in Table 3, supports this

on lusion.

Table 3 shows the average value of false positives reported
by the simulation runs for ea h pause time and misbehaving

Figure 6: This gure shows routing overhead as a
ratio of routing pa ket transmissions to data pa ket
transmissions. This ratio is plotted against the fra tion of misbehaving nodes.

node per entage.
Another fa tor that may a

ount for the similar throughput

of the wat hdog's performan e with and without false positives

on erns one of the limitations of the wat hdog. As de-

s ribed in Se tion 3, if a

ollision o

urs while the wat hdog

is waiting for the next node to forward a pa ket, it may never
overhear the pa ket being transmitted. If many ollisions o ur over time, the wat hdog may in orre tly assume that the
next node is misbehaving. However, if a node
perien es

onstantly ex-

ollisions, it may a tually in rease throughput to

route pa kets around areas of high

ommuni ation density.

Per ent misbehaving nodes

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

0 se ond pause time

111.2

82.8

90.3

66.5

75.5

60.8

67.5

31.3

50.8

60 se ond pause time

39.0

57.6

40.8

63.1

35.7

79.5

46.7

21.7

47.2

Table 3: Comparison of the number of false positives between the 0 se ond and 60 se ond pause time
simulations. Average taken from the simulations with all features enabled.
Yet another fa tor is that in reased false positives will result
in more paths in luding a suspe ted misbehaving node. The
pathrater will then send out more route requests to the destination. This in reases the overhead in the network, but it
also provides the sending node with a fresher list of routes

Throughput (fraction of packets received)

1

for its route

a he.

6. RELATED WORK

0.8

To our knowledge, there is no previously published work
on dete tion of routing misbehavior spe i

0.6

to ad ho

net-

works, although there is relevant work by Smith, Murthy
and Gar ia-Luna-A eves on se uring distan e ve tor routing proto ols from Byzantine routing failures [22℄. In their

0.4

work, they suggest

ountermeasures to se ure routing mes-

sages and routing updates. This work may be appli able to

0.2

ad ho

networks in that distan e ve tor routing proto ols,

su h as DSDV, have been proposed for ad ho

No False Positives
Regular Watchdog

networks.

0
0

0.1

0.2
0.3
Fraction of misbehaving nodes

0.4

0.5

Zhou and Haas investigate distributed
in ad ho

networks using threshold

erti ate authorities

ryptography[27℄. Zhou

and Haas take the view that no one single node in an ad

(a) 0 se ond pause time

ho

network

an be trusted due to low physi al se urity and

low availability. Therefore, using a single node to provide an
important network-wide servi e, su h as a

1

Throughput (fraction of packets received)

ity, is very risky. Threshold

erti ate author-

ryptography allows a

erti ate

authority's private key to be broken up into shares and dis0.8

tributed a ross multiple nodes. To sign a

erti ate, a subset

of the nodes with private key shares must jointly
0.6

0.4

To further frustrate atta k attempts over time, Zhou and

ity, an intruder must

essful atta k on the

ollaborate.

Thus, to mount a su

erti ate author-

ompromise multiple nodes.

Haas' s heme uses share refreshing. It is possible that over
a long period of time enough share servers

0.2

mised to re over the

refreshing allows un ompromised servers to

No False Positives
Regular Watchdog
0.1

0.2
0.3
Fraction of misbehaving nodes

0.4

ompro-

ompute a new

private key periodi ally from the old private key's shares.

0
0

ould be

erti ate authority's se ret key. Share

0.5

(b) 60 se ond pause time

Figure 7: Comparison of network throughput between the regular wat hdog and a wat hdog that reports no false positives.

This periodi

refreshing means that an atta ker must inl-

trate a large number of nodes within a short time span to
re over the

erti ate authority's se ret key.

Stajano and Anderson [23℄ elu idate some of the se urity issues fa ing ad ho
omposed of low

networks and investigate ad ho

networks

ompute-power nodes su h as home ap-

plian es, sensor networks, and PDAs where full publi
ryptography may not be feasible.

key

The authors develop a

system in whi h a wireless devi e "imprints" itself on a master devi e, a

epting a symmetri

en ryption key from the

rst devi e that sends it a key. After re eiving that key, the

slave devi e will not re ognize any other devi e as a master

Ad ho

ex ept the devi e that originally sent it the key. The authors

sear h with pra ti al appli ations, but they are vulnerable

bring up an interesting denial of servi e atta k: the battery

in many settings to nodes that misbehave when routing pa k-

drain atta k.

A misbehaving node

an mount a denial-of-

servi e atta k against another node by routing seemingly
legitimate tra

networks are an in reasingly promising area of re-

ets. For robust performan e in an untrusted environment, it
is ne essary to resist su h routing misbehavior.

through the node in an attempt to wear

down the other node's batteries.

In this paper we analyze two possible extensions to DSR to
mitigate the ee ts of routing misbehavior in ad ho
works - the wat hdog and the pathrater.

7. FUTURE WORK
This paper presents initial work in dete ting misbehaving
nodes and mitigating their performan e impa t in ad ho
wireless networks. In this se tion we des ribe some further
ideas we would like to explore.
We plan on

ondu ting more rigorous tests of the wat h-

to in rease throughput in dierent situations. Currently we
are experimenting with dierent wat hdog thresholds for deiding when a node is misbehaving. Some of the variables
to optimize for the pathrater in lude the rating in rement
and de rement amounts, the rate in rementing interval, and
the delay between sending out route requests to de rease the
overhead

aused by this feature.

ori trust relationships, but we expe t the performan e of

an make use of expli itly

trusted nodes. Trusted node lists are available in some ad
ho

work with moderate mobility, while in reasing the ratio of
overhead transmissions to data transmissions from the standard routing proto ol's 9% to 17%. During extreme mobility,
an in rease network throughput by

27%, while in reasing the per entage of overhead transmissions from 12% to 24%.
These results show that we

an gain the benets of an in-

reased number of routing nodes while minimizing the ee ts
of misbehaving nodes. In addition we show that this

an be

done without a priori trust or ex essive overhead.
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Currently the pathrater only de rements a node's rating
when another node tries unsu

essfully to send to it or if the

wat hdog me hanism is a tive and determines that a node
is misbehaving. Without the wat hdog a tive, the pathrater
annot dete t misbehaving nodes. An obvious enhan ement
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